To interested Mech/Mar Eng. Research candidates:
Macquarie University, located in Sydney Australia, opens competitive international scholarships for MRes/PhD
degrees, with applications due throughout the year. Successful candidates would normally be awarded with a
scholarship covering full international tuition fees in addition to a stipend for a period of 3-4 years. As the
university has aligned itself with the Bologna Accord, any student with a 5 year engineering degree, which has
included a significant research thesis component, can be admitted directly into the 3 year PhD program at
Macquarie. For further information on international scholarships (in particular, the IPRS scholarship), submission
deadlines and requirements, please visit the following webpages:
http://hdr.mq.edu.au/information_about/Scholarships
http://hdr.mq.edu.au/information_about/Scholarships/scholopportunities_old/hdr_scholarship_international_candidates_only

Engineering Research Topics
The Engineering department at Macquarie University is very new, and is growing rapidly with key research now
being focused in the areas of Wireless Networks and Antennas, Biomedical Engineering and Imaging, and
Sustainable Energy Systems Engineering (SESE Group), as outlined in the webpage below:
http://www.mq.edu.au/about/about-the-university/faculties-and-departments/faculty-of-science-andengineering/departments-and-centres/department-of-engineering/research
The SESE group focuses on a wide range of research areas core to mechanical & marine engineering, from fluid
dynamics, aerodynamics, fluid-structure interaction, solar-thermal, multi-phase flows and combustion, nanoparticles, CFD and other related fields:
http://www.mq.edu.au/about/about-the-university/faculties-and-departments/faculty-of-science-andengineering/departments-and-centres/department-of-engineering/research/sustainable-energy-systemsengineering-group
Students interested in applying to join the group as PhD candidates should visit the website above to identify a
potential research area, and contact either Dr. Agisilaos Kourmatzis (details below) with a CV/transcript for
further information, or contact another relevant academic identified from the website above.

Dr. Agisilaos Kourmatzis
Lecturer
Department of Engineering | Building E6B, Room 141
Eastern Road
Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia
P: +61 2 9850 9071 M: +61 4 5222 4264
Webpage: http://web.science.mq.edu.au/directory/listing/person.htm?id=akourmat
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